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Peszke Announces New Line of Gliders 
New Models Planned in the 13.5-Meter Competition Class 
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30 January 2015 
 

Peszke S.C. announces a new line of sailplanes, the GP series, in the 13.5 meter competition class. The 
three models will be produced in its state-of-the-art Krosno, Poland facility.  

Designed by Grzegorz Peszke (pronunciation: SHA-gosh PESH-ka), the GP series will include the GP 11 
Pulse, GP 12 Flex, and GP 14 Velo. Electric self-launching motors will be available on the GP 12 and GP 
14 models. A slim fuselage will also be an option on the GP 14. 

“I designed the GP series to be innovative in every way,” says Peszke. “I want to produce a totally new 
glider that gives pilots what they need and want.” 

These designs break new ground in sailplane design and construction with exceptional performance, 
safety features, and technology, all in a compact size. 

GP 11 – Pulse  
Offering performance the aspiring cross-country pilot and forward-thinking clubs desire in a high 
performance, yet affordable package, the GP 11 Pulse is designed to start the heart racing in a new 
generation of pilots. 
HIGHLIGHTS 

• Near 40:1 L/D 
• Fixed and faired main landing gear 
• A high aspect ratio wing 
• Flapless wing with dive brakes for glidepath control 
• Tail ballast tank for C.G. control and tuning  

 



 

 

GP 12 – Flex  
This retractable-landing gear version of the GP 11 Pulse boasts class-leading L/D in the low 40's and the 
integration of performance flaps. The GP 12 Flex will make you re-think small wing soaring capability.  
HIGHLIGHTS 

• Full span flaperon roll control 
• Retractable landing gear 
• Optional wing water ballast 
• Available electric self-launch motor (GP 12 E) 

 

GP 14 – Velo 
The GP14 Velo is the ultimate expression of today's new 13.5 meter racing class. Delivering glide 
performance solidly in the mid-40's L/D, designer Grzegorz Peszke has created a new aerodynamic 
package in the GP 14. It is multiple world champion Sebastian Kawa's choice to fly in the first 13.5 meter 
class FAI World Gliding Championship in Lithuania in August 2015.   
HIGHLIGHTS 

• Slim or standard fuselage 
• Optional wing and fuselage water ballast to bring wing loading to 11 pounds per square foot for 

high speed performance 
• Heat resistant structure allowing for non-white exterior color options. 
• Available electric self-launch motor (GP 14 E and GP 14 SE) 

 

World Champion Sebastian Kawa 

Multiple time Gliding World Champion Sebastian Kawa of Poland will fly a GP 14 in the First 13.5 Meter 
Class World Gliding Championships in Pociunai, Lithauania in August 2015. Kawa will also serve as 
technical consultant and worldwide ambassador of GP gliders. 

Exclusive Broker for North America 

The exclusive broker for North America is GP Gliders USA of Dallas, Texas. Contact Tim McAllister at 
gpglidersusa.com to request information.  

 

Background 

Peszke S.C. is a producer of aviation products, including high performance propellers, light sport 
airplanes, and gliders based in Krosno, Poland. Founded in 2007, the company has substantial expertise 
in the use of composite technology and aero structure design. Peszke is a participant in the 
Subcarpathian Aero Cluster, an aviation incubator. Lead designer Grzegorz Peszke is an experienced 
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designer, constructor, and competitor. He has set records in Radio Controlled Thermal Soaring in the 
F3B class. His son Jerzy Peszke serves as CEO for the company and holds his Masters of Business 
Administration in International Business Management. Peszke SC produces high performance propellers 
and has been involved in production of Light Sport Aircraft since the 1990s.  

As a member of the Aero Cluster, the company has access to state-of-the-art equipment, including a 
CNC plotter, laser cutting and milling equipment, 3D printers, and a WATERJET water knife.  

Visit our Facebook page www.facebook.com/gpgliders  or Twitter www.twitter.com/gpgliders for more 
information. 
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